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Introduction

Bango customers include:

• Founded 1999 to enable effective
payment for content and services by
users of mobile internet devices
• World leader in mobile operator
billing for smartphones
• Offices in Cambridge UK
and New York USA

90+ Operator relationships include:

• 59 employees
• Listed on London Stock
Exchange since 2005
(AIM: BGO.L)

Award winning technology:
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The smartphone opportunity…
(1) Smartphone base growing fast:

(2) Driving app and advertising revenues:

(3) With much more growth to come:
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What Bango does …..

Streamline
the user
payment
experience

One-click
payment
increases
sales
Pay

For thousands of digital merchants
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Already at scale

A fraction of a second

Billing reach >1 billion mobile users
- increasingly in emerging markets

Sample from millions of
payment transactions
from round the world

Sample from billions
of analytics transactions
from round the world

Sample of Bango transactions from a sampled minute: 12:00 UTC Mon 28 Jan 2013
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User experience can be life or death …

Warrior needs a sword during game-play (mobile payment example)

Pay with PayPal (Zong)

Pay with Bango

1. Choose your sword

1.

Choose your sword

2. Click & type phone number

2.

One click to pay

3. Click to continue

3.

Get the sword

4. Wait for a text message
5. Open the message
6. Note down the PIN code
7. Go back to the app
8. Type in the PIN code
9. Get the sword
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Facebook – Operator billing examples
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75¢

100¢

5¢

Bango business model

Bango

70¢

25¢
User
buys $1
item

Content
Provider
earns 70%

Biller
cost
25%

$1.00
gross revenue

Settlement
Bango system aggregates cash
from all billers, converts and
pays 60 days after month end

Month 4

Month 3

Month 2

Receipts from billers

Transactions
$€£$ $£$$ $
$ $ €€$$£$$€$

Notes:
(1) Illustrative Numbers Only
(2) % may vary by biller and CP
(3) Taxes excluded for simplicity
(4) Bango net revenue typ 2-5%

e.g.

e.g.

Month 1

net revenue
5%

$

£

$

€

Settlement
to CP

$

$
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Bango has a unique edge
Common user identity across
multiple services / apps
Direct operator billing gives
300% - 1,000% sales uplift.
Bango ID boosts that further by
enabling one click even on Wi-Fi
Bango Payment Platform

User identity:
Bango ID merges multiple identities
using cross-site & app history

Single technical and commercial
integration with 90+ billing systems

•Carrier MSISDN
•Carrier UserID
•RIM Identity
•Opera ID
•Device ID
•Browser ID
•Facebook ID
•Microsoft ID
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Bango is gaining momentum

Platforms

Smartphone
users

iTunes

Store
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Bango Analytics synergy

• Significant analytics customers include:
NBA, CNN, Thomson Reuters, Telefonica

Total
Growth Trend

• Android, iOS, BlackBerry, Windows, HTML5
and other devices all driving traffic
• Volumes more than doubled again Y on Y
driven by mobile websites & app downloads
• Adding millions of users to Bango ID
database every month

Big benefits for analytics customers
Big benefits for payment customers
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9m2012 Operational progress

• Mobile operator integrations
Direct billing relationships
completed into >90 MNO

• Payments & analytics new releases
and £1m upgrade of primary datacentre

• COO David Keeling and
CFO Gerry Tucker
joined leadership team
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9m2012 Results (unaudited)

•

Unaudited management accounts show that gross margin on end user spend has
remained stable at around the 3.7% level which is within Bango’s longer term target
range of between 2% and 5%

•

Loss for the period of approximately £2.4 million (as advised in market update)

•

One off costs of approx. £1.3m
- Technology costs £400k
- People costs £800k
• Share based payments and contract win bonuses
• Recruitment and restructuring

•

Invested approximately £1 million in a major hardware and software platform refresh
in the primary datacentre to process significantly higher volumes of payment and
analytics transactions

•

Net cash at 31 December 2012 was £2.3m (at 31 March 2012: £1.8m)
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9m2012 Commercial success

First BlackBerry 50
operators July 2012

Global Framework
Agreement
Telefonica Digital

1st Google Play
MNO live

Facebook rollout across
USA, UK, France
and Germany
PayPass Wallet integration underway
Microsoft’s Windows Phone Store integration
underway in the initial countries
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9m2012 Key Performance Indicators

• Billing reach >1 billion mobile users
- increasingly in emerging markets

• Analytics transaction volume doubled
again over 2012
- building user ID database
- generating significant margin

• End User spend growth resumed
- new smartphone now >80% of spend
- Dec 2012 up >25% vs. Nov 2012
- Jan 2013 will exceed Dec 2012

Mean daily spend in GBP
for month. January rate
based on first 21 days
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Emerging market opportunities

• Brazil
- New Telefonica Relationship Opening up LATAM
- Opportunity for activity with other MNO in LATAM
• India
- Breakthough with BlackBerry World – now integrating
- Google and Facebook engaged
• Other Asia
- BlackBerry interest based on BB10 opportunities
- High interest from others
• ZTE, Samsung, others will be using Web-based Firefox O.S.
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£6.5m fundraise

• Underwrite emerging market opportunity

• Boost sales/business development to win further MNO partnerships
- Telefonica partnership is real coup for Bango
- Want to repeat with other major MNO groups

• Balance sheet to enable datacentre financing if needed
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2013 outlook and opportunities

• Continued adoption of Bango technology by
leading industry players with Facebook and
Amazon progressing
• BlackBerry BB10 launch 30th January
BlackBerry World to be more than apps
• Potential for significant growth from
mobile operators partnering with Bango
to provide services beyond major app store
• Increasing interest from key customers in
emerging markets which see biggest benefit
from mobile operator billing (vs. credit cards)
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Appendix

Board & Senior Management
Ray Anderson – Chief Executive Officer
Ray co-founded Bango in 1999 after realizing that the convergence of the internet with the ubiquity of mobile phones could open up huge opportunities for
content and service providers. Ray positioned the company to benefit from the opening up of the operator portals in 2004, and the transition of the mobile
content business from a messaging model to a customer friendly browse and buy Internet model. In 2005, Ray led the successful floatation of the company,
and continues to build and steer the Bango team forward in to one of the most exciting markets in history.
In 1988, Ray established IXI which created the industry standard network GUI – X.desktop. IXI was an early leader in the creation of the web. It sponsored
the first ever WWW conference at CERN and shipped the world’s first commercial web browser. In 1993 The company merged with SCO and then floated on
NASDAQ. Ray held senior executive roles in SCO, including general manager, senior VP Marketing, and senior VP of New Ventures.
Before IXI Ray was a co-founder of Torch Computers which he sold to CATSCO in 1984. Before that he worked for Acorn Computers, The General Electric
Company and Sinclair Research.
He was named “Technology Entrepreneur of the Year” in February 2006 and in September 2006 at the ME Awards was given a special award for
outstanding contribution to the mobile entertainment industry. A member of “The Cambridge Angels”, Ray was a founding investor in a variety of growing
companies including TeamStudio, Electronic Share Information (sold to E*Trade), Aspective, Trigenix (sold to Qualcomm), RE5ULT (82ASK), Shortfuze,
Midentity and other technology businesses. He holds a 1st Class Degree in Computer Science from Cambridge University and is a keen pilot.

Gerry Tucker – Chief Financial Officer
Gerry is a key voice in the development and implementation of Bango’s strategic plan. He is responsible for reporting to Bango’s management team, board
and shareholders and is further responsible for all financial elements of the company’s commercial relationships.
Gerry is a seasoned finance leader with an excellent track record. His career to date encompasses roles across several different market sectors, and in his
most recent role he was acting CFO and Senior Financial Analyst for PLUS Markets Group, a London Stock Exchange AIM-listed UK company. He has held
a number of senior financial and operational roles with companies ranging from pre-revenue start-up, to large multi-nationals. These companies include;
Vodafone, where he documented and analysed processes throughout their business; Take Two (and Rockstar), the publishers of ‘Grand Theft Auto’ and;
Activision, publishers of ‘Guitar Hero’.
He has considerable experience in start-ups, where he took a firm from start-up to £300 million in five years, as well as expertise in mergers and
acquisitions, product launches and financial modelling.

Anil Malhotra – VP Marketing and Alliances
Anil Malhotra co-founded Bango. Anil is a marketing strategist and business developer with sixteen years’ experience in senior marketing and business
roles at companies including Logotron, CyberLife, Millennium Interactive (sold to Sony Computer Entertainment in 1998), SCO and IXI.
Anil has a degree in Psychology from Bangor University, and a master’s degree in Computer Science from Essex University.
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Board & Senior Management
David Sear, Non-executive Director
David Sear is Divisional Managing Director at Travelex Global Business Payments, a company which provides international payment services to 35,000
businesses across 14 countries. David joined Travelex in March 2006 from Voca Ltd (previously BACS), where he helped to transform the company at
the centre of the UK’s payments industry. Prior to Voca, David was Chief Operating Officer at WorldPay Group plc.
Earlier in his career David spent seven years at Equifax Cheque Services, the world’s largest cheque guarantee company, becoming European
Managing Director.

Martin Rigby, Non-executive Director
Martin Rigby, is founder and joint managing director of ET Capital Limited (ETCapital), a shareholder in the Company. He has been a venture capital
investor for over 20 years making and managing investments in innovative technology businesses, principally in network services, software and
hardware.
ETCapital has many of Cambridge’ s most innovative technology businesses in its portfolio, including Cambridge Display Technology, Plastic Logic,
Cambridge Positioning Systems (now part of CSR plc), Astron Clinica and Phico Therapeutics.

Rudy Burger, Non-executive Director
Rudy is the Managing Partner of Woodside Capital, an investment bank for emerging growth companies. Prior to Woodside Capital, Rudy led the
restructuring of Scipher plc which involved the sale of all of the company’s operating businesses. Prior to Scipher, Rudy was the founding CEO of Media
Lab Europe, a $40M joint venture between MIT and the Irish government.
Rudy has founded five companies, all in the digital media technologies sector. He is a leading expert in digital technologies and international business
development. Over the past twenty-five years, he has founded companies in the US, run a European public company, and served as a senior executive
for two global 500 companies – EVP and CTO for NEC Packard Bell and VP Software for Xerox. He is an effective, dynamic leader with a proven track
record in strategic planning, change management, and business development. Dr.Burger serves on the boards of several US and European companies.
He has a BSc and MSc from Yale University and a PhD from Cambridge University.

David Keeling – Chief Operating Officer
David is responsible for service delivery, global operations and account management. He provides leadership, direction and policy guidance to the
proven operations, security and customer service teams, aligning them to the demands of all Bango customers.
David brings a fifteen year career in service delivery to Bango, with particular success in fast-growth technology companies, more recently at mobile
messaging leader Acision, where David led the transformation of the operations function building a number of global services centres. His career in
Acision culminated in five years leading its global customer service and professional services organisation, enabling 300 clients to serve over one and
a half billion customers in 135 countries. He was a member of the M&A team, and brings extensive experience of alternative sourcing strategies.
David has a keen interest in the development and evolution of customer support and professional services, and presented at SSPA industry
conference “Going Global”. He has previously been a visiting lecturer in Project Management methodologies Plymouth University. David holds a Post
Graduate Diploma in Management studies from Middlesex University.
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Bango security strategy

A

1-way hashing with salting

B

Minimize value
to 3rd Party

Bango.com

Valuable information
arriving from partners
and customers

Bango.net

Protection from
external attack

D

C
Protect against
internal attack
Check Personnel

3rd Party Audit
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Bango’s view of competitive options

Aggregators

Apple iTunes

Offer “carrier components” with
little or no value add for website
owners

Strong iOS position – apps barred
from using Bango Payment.
HTML5 Opportunity

Internal Development Teams

Mobile Operators

Bango
Partner

Potential
Customer

Limited reach, Wifi problem,
Service levels, Complexity
Customer silos, complexity,
no leverage, time to market,
weak developer story

Alternate Billers

PC focussed “Pay by Mobile”

Pre-registration, Low conversion
rates, Complexity of usage

Not effective for micropayment
or “on device” sales

NOTE: Competitive positioning
diagram giving Bango
management views and
opinion based on experience
in the marketplace
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